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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ADDALONG™ PLATINUM PLUS
Addalong Platinum Plus sees Australian awning canvas blend into the new 
scientifi c world of technical coatings. Platinum Plus has been engineered with a 
premium heat-shielding and insulated silver coating which is supplementary to 
the Bio-UltraShield protective canvas coating. The Platinum Plus range includes 
a supplementary silver-coloured formulation that incorporates natural thermal 
properties of the mineral Mica. This results in a very attractive and modern 
appearance while also offering extreme solar heat protection.

Whether the customer chooses to have silver side in or silver side out, awnings 
made from Addalong Platinum Plus are sure to create a new modern feel for a 
building, as well as ensuring maximum solar heat protection, with the durability 
of Australian canvas. All key technical achievements in presenting Addalong™ 
Platinum Plus as the ultimate Australian awning fabric.

Width ............................................................220cm

Weight ..........................................................390gsm

Water Column ..............................................1000mm

Tear Strength (Warp x Weft) .......................102N x 67N  

Light fastness (maximum = 7) ...................7

Canvas Base ................................................Polyester

The above nominal fi gures are subject to 5% tolerance and change without notice
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ADDALONG™ PLATINUM PLUS
The Platinum Plus range has been developed with a 
new technology sliver protective coating that can be 
used on either the top-side or under-side of the awning. 
This Silver coating has been adapted from the mineral 
Mica – which offers inherent heat and mildew resistant 
properties. A similar concept has been used extensively 
in electrical products such as toasters and microwaves, 
as well as industrial mining equipment where extreme 
heat resistance is required. 

 This new WCT textile coating technology works to effectively 
resist the heat and reduce the temperature from entering 
the windows in your home or building. Furthermore, the 
Platinum Plus range has been developed with a lighter 
weight durable polyester base canvas that makes it 
suitable for all types awning systems including fi xed and 
folding arms. This fabric also naturally tightens when wet 
and reduces sagging and pooling in the rain.

 The Addalong Platinum range is another supplementary 
selection and differs only by the backing colour to the 
Platinum Plus range. That is, the lighter weight base 
canvas is also used, except Platinum colours offers the 
customer the choice of having the same colour on the 
top and under side, and where the Silver Platinum Plus 
coating may not be preferred.


